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This is the must-have junior novel based on the awesome Disney ChannelOriginal Movie "Teen

Beach Movie"! When teen surfers Brady and McKenzie are magically transported into a 1960s

beach movie-inspired universe, they must try to blend in until they can find their way out. Will they

make it back home? This exciting junior novel features an excerpt from the script, photos from the

film, and an interview with stars Ross Lynch and Maia Mitchell!
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I got this movie for my daughter but secretly I got it so I can watch it too. The plot is really cute and

the songs are really catchy. Definitely a great family movie night one to watch!

This book is awesome! I was amazed while reading this and watching the long but awesome movie.

I do prefer to be at least mature to watch the movie because little kids do not need to learn about

love or things like that now. Now for the adults, this movie is okay for kids ages 7-whatever age. I

had my friends kids watch it and they loved its much that they asked for it for Christmas. They got it



and they have watched it everyday. That is how much they loved it.I still watch it and I am a

teenager. One message for everyone, believe in yourself and do what you want to do. This is your

life, live it how you want to.Peace!!

i love the book and movie its the best!i totally think u should read this i can't stop watching the movie

and reading the book!! (p.s. fav song can't stop singing!)

it has been watched numerous times sure that the kids can recite it word for word they havde

enjoyed it

I have seen the movie before and now I can read it as a book! Although it's a little different I still

loved it cause Teen Beach Movie is my favorite movie and book!

Sort of difficult for my daughter to pick up. She's 10 and had been playing for 4.5 years. This did not

say easy piano so I was taking a chance when I bought it. Will be a good challenge for her, though.

Grand son read tube book a liked it very much

I wasn't really picturing the book in my head like I should it just didn't seem like the same concept

and without hearing the songs ans stuff just made it worse
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